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Just because we can does
not mean we should.

Purpose: To Promote Dialogue
• The basic problem set
• A COVID-19-based example

• Challenges
•
•
•
•

Temporal and spatial resolutions appropriate to the problem set
Protecting at-risk populations
Intellectual property – data and copyright issues
Qualifications for producers and users

• Ethics and UN-SPIDER
• Summary

Potential for Equity or
Abuse?
• A map of neighborhood
demographics, hospital/clinic
location, and frequent highresolution imagery has as much
potential for harm as it does for
good
• Identify and remedy under-served
areas
• Identify and starve under-served areas
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/investigations-discovery/hospitalization-deathby-race-ethnicity.html

Temporal and Spatial Resolution
• Space-based imaging systems are capable of obtaining high resolution
images which exceed fundamental problem set requirements
• The potential for information overload/saturation is a massive risk
• Temptation to let technology do the work for us – platform and sensor
capabilities do not substitute for expertise
• In a world where everyone with Google is an expert, the need for true
expertise (and those who will listen to it) is often overlooked
• The temptation to forget our own limits for the purpose of helping other or
solving “the problem” is all too easy

Vulnerable and At-Risk Populations
• The use of space-based imagery as part of a disaster response has the
potential to hurt one population group while helping another
• Areas effected by regional conflict and disaster are ripe for the abuse
of space-based imagery
• What are the possibilities for abusing COVID-19 and drought monitoring
imagery in Ethiopia at present day?
• How were recent elections in the US effected by imagery used for COVID-19
surveillance?

• Do commercial- and government-based imagery providers have an
equitable stake in the ethical distribution of products and services?

Data Fusion – Endless Possibilities
• The recombination or fusion of space-based
data with other sources opens unlimited
potential applications
• Are there certain use cases for which spacebased data serve as the critical key to unlocking
abuse?
• What space-based data sets serve a pivotal role in
creating greater threat than solution and under
what circumstances?
• How is “more harm than good” weighed and
measured?

Screenshot from a DVD copy of Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery' created and uploaded
by Blackwatch21 to Wikipedia. Image copyright for
the film is owned by the New Line Cinema and
presented here as fair use under US copyright law.

Licensing and Intellectual Property
• UN-SPIDER and its immediate collaborators do are sensitive about
licensing and intellectual property, BUT
• How are down-stream users educated?
• Is competition inadvertently created among imagery providers?

• How long is intellectual property maintained?
• Are there standards within UN-SPIDER for source referencing?

Qualifications and Equity
• An obligation to ensure end-to-end quality assurance
• What qualifications are required to create maps, distribute space-based data, or
otherwise engage in geospatial activities in support of crisis or disaster?
• How are uncertainties about the maps and data shared relayed to end users?

• The humanitarian geospatial support community relies heavily on
volunteers
• What steps are taken to ensure that volunteered efforts are not unfairly re-purposed
to create derivative for-profit products?
• Hypothetical example – huge swaths of previously blank space on the map in
developing countries were filled in using volunteer crowd source efforts responding
to calls for help. Numerous geospatial service providers raced to provide platforms
and systems to facilitate the response, but were there ulterior motives which may
have ultimately cost the nation/region suffering disaster more in the longer term???

Thoughts for Discussion
• Is there a need to formulate a clear statement on ethics and include it
in work agreements/processes, training, and outreach?
• Is there a need to introduce neutral expertise in regional cultural
geography to ensure products do not compromise populations at risk
due to local/regional conflict (or the potential thereof)?
• What mechanisms may be created to help improve ethical conduct
within our community and those communities whom we serve?
• What training can UN-SPIDER facilitate in this arena?
• Are there other ethical considerations in need of attention?

Closing Thoughts
• COVID-19 is another milestone for the application of geospatial to
disaster response
• Hurricane Katrina was a watershed moment in the US because it created
massive awareness about the BASIC usefulness of geospatial technologies
within the disaster response community
• Coronavirus is the second pivotal moment in disaster geospatial because it
has raised awareness about the power of integrating/fusing geospatial from
infinitely diverse sources for infinitely diverse purposes

• Use of space-based and geospatial technologies to combat this
plague provide an ideal opportunity to explore ethical issues in this
arena and the international nature of UN-SPIDER provides an ideal
forum

